OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
Mat and Towel

A vinyl mat on the floor surface and terry cloth towel on top is used to contain drips of water
when the door is opened or from equipment when removed. It is 4’ wide by 8’ long. Both the mat
and towel has Velcro sewed in along the sides which can be separated at the end of the day to
be dried or washed and dried.

Parts Basket

The parts basket is 11” high X 20” long by 16” wide. Swivel caster wheels are 5 inches high to
raise the basket off the floor for the underspray and for mobility convenience. Excellent cleaning
is achieved by the underspray system and the rotating spray systems that provide spray
pressure to all sides of the parts.

Adjustable Ramps

HUBSCRUB ramps are 4’ long and are adjustable side to side. A receiver plate is attached to
the base for the ramps to slip into. People that are not familiar with handling wheelchairs and
other mobility equipment find the ramps to be easy to load and unload equipment. The ramps
extend one foot beyond the door opening. Check your overall distance for the ramps and the
equipment that you are placing in the unit.

Parts Rack

Our parts rack is stainless steel and can accommodate 50 + lbs. The rack has six hooks that
rest on the guard rails and is very easy to install and remove. The rack measures 30” X 30”
providing ample room for all types of parts. This photo shows a small sample of parts. Once
again the combination of the underspray system and rotating spray systems provide deep
cleaning and disinfection for all sides of the parts.

Power Dry

HUBSCRUB’s Power Dry is a small package with Big Performance. For example; a hair
dryer has an average air velocity of 40mph. Our Power Dry air velocity s 160mph. A hair
dryer has an average of 10cfm, cubic feet per minute while our Power Dry is 85cfm. Great
little product and convenient to quickly dry parts or remove water pockets.

Spray Arm Speed Control

Located on the touch screen panel is an adjustment knob that controls the spray systems
rotation speed from slow to fast. Also a pause setting that holds the spray systems position in
one location while it is spraying. This option is also used with the Part Selection to rotate to a
certain height for the parts basket or parts rack. This option is better suited for a service
business or to a facility that has a dedicated operator that can take advantage of using the
option.

Personal Spray Attachment

The Personal Spray Attachment is very handy and recommended for all models. The
attachment is located in the front corner as you open the door so it can be quickly accessed. It
can dispense a detergent for washing equipment and also includes a rinse function providing a
complete cycle for equipment that does not need the full HUBSCRUB cycle, Spray pressure is
govern by the facility water pressure. The system does not need power to operate the Spray
Attachment.

UNDERSPRAY, PARTS, NO-FOAM

UNDERSPRAY
The optional Underspray system is recommended for all models. Located in the floor grate is a
flush mounted wide cone spray nozzle that delivers over 50 lbs of spray pressure with 7+
gallons of recycled water per minute. As the name implies, this option provides high pressure
cleaning to the underside of equipment. This option can be turned on or off using the
touchscreen pictured above.
PARTS
The optional Parts Selection rotates the spray system only to a certain height that is determined
by the optional Spray Arm Speed Control. The purpose of this selection is to concentrate spray
pressure only in the parts basket or on the parts rack location. This selection can be turned on
or off through the touchscreen.
NO-FOAM
No-Foam selection is used when a chemical liquid creates substantial foaming due to agitation.
By selecting this feature, HUBSCRUB’s No-Foam would be used to minimize excessive suds.
Once selected, the system would draw out of the HUBSCRUB No-foam container less than .5oz
into the main sink and thru mixing minimize suds.

